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	The Rough Guide to Tokyo is the ultimate insiders guide to accessing Japan''s dazzling capital, with comprehensive coverage of all the sights, from beautiful traditional gardens to start-of-the-art museums and the iconic new Tokyo Midtown development. It tracks down the latest and best places to sleep, eat, drink and shop and gives detailed accounts of day-trips to Mount Fuji, the tranquil temples of Kamakura, and other nearby attractions. Full-colour sections introduce Tokyo''s highlights, its stunning modern architecture and design and its shrines and temples, and two new colour sections cover the city''s eye-opening contemporary art galleries and refreshing onsen and spas. You’ll find detailed information of Japanese cuisine and expanded coverage of shopping in the city. There are maps for the whole of the city and the recommended day-trips, plus a Tokyo subway map.


	The Rough Guide to Tokyo is like having a local friend plan your trip!
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Take Your iPad to WorkCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	With the right applications, the iPad can become more than just a content consumption device for videos, music, and electronic books. It can be a content production device as well -- generating documents, spreadsheets, and presentations for the workplace. This ability to produce content, given the right applications, immediately shifts the...
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Principles of Glacier MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2005
"A stimulating and educative text."    Journal of Glaciology

"A tour de force of the state of modern glaciology."    Global and Planetary Change

"...provides students and practicing glaciologists with the tools they need to understand modern glaciology. The organization of the book makes it ideal for...
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Professional Access 2013 ProgrammingWrox Press, 2013

	Authoritative and comprehensive coverage for building Access 2013 Solutions 


	Access, the most popular database system in the world, just opened a new frontier in the Cloud. Access 2013 provides significant new features for building robust line-of-business solutions for web, client and integrated environments.  This book...
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SAS/Warehouse Administrator 2.3 Metadata API ReferenceSAS Institute, 2004

	Using this reference, you can learn to write SAS Component Language (SCL) applications that publish HTML pages containing the current metadata for a data warehouse, change pathnames in metadata, add columns to a table, update a column attribute, add tables and other objects defined by metadata, and use the API in a SAS macro to generate a...
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An Introduction to Relativistic Quantum Field TheoryDover Publications, 2005
In a relatively simple presentation that remains close to familiar concepts, this text for upper-level undergraduates and graduate students introduces modern developments of quantum field theory. "Combines thorough knowledge with a high degree of didactic ability and a delightful style." — Mathematical Reviews. 1961...
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Small Animal Soft Tissue SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Small Animal Soft Tissue Surgery is a comprehensive, in-depth resource for well-referenced, current information on small animal soft tissue surgery. Offering detailed surgical techniques in a well-illustrated, easy-to-follow format, the book covers the full range of surgically treated diseases and syndromes, with video clips and...
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